A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SMART MANUFACTURING

How to create value and boost productivity through the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).

What if your factory could talk back to you, predicting breakdowns before they happen, or alerting you when quality slips? This practical guide will introduce key Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) innovations that have ushered in a revolutionary era of smart manufacturing—boosting productivity, cutting costs, saving energy, and driving innovation in today’s competitive global landscape.
The next wave of internet innovation—centered around connecting people, processes and things—is known as the Internet of Things (IoT). By connecting the physical world to the internet with sensors, IoT makes it possible to remotely monitor real-time sensor data—tracking anything from the parking availability in a busy metropolitan area, to the moisture level of agricultural land, to vital signs of cancer patients even after they have left the hospital. IoT ecosystems leverage incoming sensor data to automate or streamline key processes, drive the creation of user-facing apps (i.e., an app that tracks free parking spots), predict maintenance needs, and improve decision making.

In the coming decades, the IoT is expected to revolutionize major global industries including healthcare, agriculture, clean energy, urban planning, transportation, education, and manufacturing. This guide will focus on key Industrial IoT innovations driving smart manufacturing—which is expected to represent a $392 billion dollar global industry by 2020. So what is Industrial IoT, and how will it boost efficiency for a more productive future?
The Internet of Industrial Things (IIoT) harnesses IoT technologies—sensors, actuators, connectivity, and cloud—for industrial purposes, giving manufacturers greater control over processes. Certain connected devices have been in use in the manufacturing world for the past few decades, which begs the question: what is IIoT really changing? With IIoT, it is now possible to connect virtually any asset involved in manufacturing processes (from raw materials to final products—both digital and nondigital) to the Internet.

In the factory and beyond, IIoT is helping industrial fields like manufacturing, oil & gas, water management, and transportation optimize processes, improve quality, and lower production costs. While this guide focuses primarily on IIoT in the context of smart factories, the systems discussed are broadly applicable to other industrial fields as well.
Smart factories use IIoT to remotely monitor—and often automate—certain core processes like maintenance, quality assurance, and raw material inspection. Here’s a quick sketch of a few common IIoT use cases:

- **Save energy** when you remotely manage energy use and immediately detect leaks.
- **Achieve production goals**—encourage operators to keep pace with dashboard displays.
- **Diagnose process constraints** through accurate measurement of production rates.
- **Prevent breakdowns** by remotely tracking consumable levels and trends in run time.
- **Predict equipment failure** before it happens with continuous performance tracking.
- **Ensure quality through environmental monitoring** throughout your production line.
- **Improve response time** by enabling mobile alerts sent out to managers when production or quality are lagging.
- **Understand how your products perform** in the hands of your customers through embedded IoT sensors.
The impact of a weak link: Even if a factory is able to attain, for example, 100% performance and quality, if availability lags at 60% due to frequent breakdowns or operator changeover, overall OEE can never exceed 60%—the weakest of the 3 variable values.
Inefficiencies in any one of these buckets can significantly impact OEE—and drive up costs. Here are some common weak links IIoT targets within each bucket:

### Availability
- Breakdowns.
- Operator delays and changeover (something as simple as an operator going to the toilet or receiving a call).
- Lack of raw materials (due to defective batches, inefficient transit within the factory, etc).

### Performance
- Reduced machine speed (i.e. a drop in units/hour produced).
- Underperforming operators causing bottlenecks.
- Minor stoppages (stoppages often go undetected when performance indicators are not alerting in real time).

### Quality
- Rework (rejected sub-assemblies or materials that need to be reworked to pass QA).
- Defective raw materials received from suppliers.
- Returned products due to defects or failure post-purchase.

Even a modest IIoT project driving a 1% improvement to just one of these three areas could result in significant gains, heightening process efficiency, customer satisfaction, environmental efficiency, and product innovation. The following sections will explain these benefits in more detail, and provide practical information on how manufacturers can get the most out of IIoT.

**In the field:**

*What could a 1% improvement in quality look like?*

Take, for example, a plastic injection company with net sales of $150 million, and quality losses of over $29 million due to non-conforming product returns and rework. With just a 1% increase in process yield due to quality improvements, direct savings could go up to $300,000 per year, which is more than enough to pay back the cost of the initiative. Apart from the tangible savings, the IIoT project will likely add value in other ways by boosting quality and reducing environmental impact.
Breakdowns, slowdowns, and minor stoppages—caused by either equipment or operator failure—can severely limit both machine availability and performance. IIoT solves for these process inefficiencies by identifying, predicting, and preventing bottlenecks and maintenance needs in real-time.

**Corrective Maintenance**

Many manufacturers only become aware of critical breakdowns at the end of a day, when the number of units produced falls short of quota. In contrast, IIoT-powered dashboards and alerts immediately notify manufactures of breakdowns and emergencies (through something as simple as a text message), so corrective actions can be performed immediately. IIoT also helps factories better understand what went wrong through detailed downtime analysis and failure reports focused on key machines, components, or process constraints. Improved downtime analysis drives more informed decision making, and helps manufacturers reduce MTBF (mean time between failures) and MTTR (mean time to repair).

**In the field:**
Simple corrective maintenance alerts

*What does a corrective maintenance alert look like?*

A production manager, for example, can trigger an SMS notification through the Ubidots platform when a specific machine or production line is failing. Setting up a corrective maintenance alert can be as simple as creating a baseline metric (for example: optimal energy consumption of X machine = Y value)—and triggering an alert when values deviate from your baseline.
Many common causes of equipment slowdowns or breakdowns are avoidable (i.e. running out of lubricant, or failing to replace a worn-out part in time.) But when producing thousands of units across many complex subassemblies, it can be challenging to track which machines require what fluid or service, and at what time.

Smart manufacturing simplifies this kind of ongoing, preventative maintenance through remote tracking of consumables, wear-and-tear, and more. Sensors attached to specific equipment components allow manufacturers to track levels of vital consumables like lubricants or refrigerants, as well as their temperature, viscosity and other variables. This makes it easy for maintenance teams to schedule—or even automate—consumable servicing. The same is true for the servicing or replacing of parts and other routine tasks. Through detailed tracking of machine running times and component wear and tear, manufacturers can optimize preventive maintenance programs and keep their equipment in good condition.

Predictive maintenance takes preventive maintenance a step further, enabling machines to predict potential breakdowns or remaining useful life. Before IIoT, the only real predictive maintenance strategy to help manufacturers stay ahead of unexpected breakdowns and downtime was the regular examination of equipment, which can be time consuming and imprecise. A routine vibration analysis, for example, may only capture the point-in-time at which the machine was inspected, and could miss important aberrations or warning signs of declining performance.

IIoT predictive maintenance strategies make it possible to continuously monitor performance through vibration analysis, thermography, ultrasound, and electric power behavior over time—reducing the need for costly ongoing inspections and searching for possible problems.
Boost quality with smart factory QA strategies

In addition to smoothing out “weak links” in factory processes, IIoT helps manufacturers optimize “weak links” in production quality—from raw material supply to the final product. IIoT empowers manufacturers to monitor and optimize critical quality variables, improving customer satisfaction while minimizing scrap and rework.
Streamline QA
to save time and money

Quality begins with raw materials. IIoT takes incoming batch quality inspection to the next level, by making it possible to remotely inspect materials before they ship via sensor technology installed on the supplier side. Dashboard visualizations of incoming data from suppliers support proactive problem solving and prevent costly hiccups in the supply chain.

After materials arrive on the shop floor, IIoT QA systems continuously monitor quality as products move through the assembly line. For example, in a semi-automatic home appliances assembly line, in-line quality inspection devices measuring RPM, voltage and current provide a real-time picture of quality levels across specific subassemblies. Dashboards and alerts further aid manufacturers in identifying machines and operators that negatively impact quality metrics.

With embedded sensors (built into products themselves), it is possible to perform advanced Statistical Process Control (SPS) analysis, monitoring both quantitative and qualitative data (e.g. dimension, temperature, pressure, color) to ensure variables are behaving within spec limits. In addition to alerting quality teams of any issues, process analyses adds long term value by tracking trends over time and building detailed records of in-factory quality standards.

Reduce product returns
and increase customer satisfaction

When products underperform or break down, customer complaints can spread like wildfire over social media and damage brands of any size. IIoT can help companies get ahead of malfunctions and negative mentions by tracking quality of final products—even after they’ve left the shop floor.

Cloud-based monitoring of QA variables allows traceability of quality in outgoing batches throughout shipping, handling and storage, and can even be used to predict product failure once products are in the hands of customers. A dairy manufacturer, for instance, could set up temperature alerts for perishables such as milk and yogurt throughout the shipping and storage process, preventing product loss or unsatisfied customers.
Green your factory with energy saving IIoT solutions and environmental monitoring.

The raising and volatile price of energy, combined with tightening government environmental regulation, is increasingly driving factories to explore smarter and more environmentally-friendly energy usage. IIoT makes this easy with innovative new ways to manage consumption and cut energy costs—which may account for up to 20% of total operating costs according to McKinsey & Company (2012).

Embedded sensors allow permanent monitoring of failure-prone product features, detecting pitfalls before customers do and preventing bad customer experiences, complaints or negative social media mentions. Incoming data from products in the wild can indicate if customers are improperly using the product (overuse, poor storage conditions, short circuits, etc), providing valuable data that can be used for evaluating warranty requests or strengthening customer support.

In the field: Embedded sensing in cranes

How embedded sensors can improve quality?

Embedded sensors can improve quality across diverse industries and products—large and small. An industrial crane company, for example, uses Ubidots business-grade platform to track use and maintenance needs of their cranes once in the hands of end customers—enhancing maintenance services and customer satisfaction.
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Green your factory with energy saving IIoT solutions and environmental monitoring.

By implementing even a very basic version of the IIoT energy management approach described above, factories can cut costs by 5-15% with little investment required. More robust energy management programs can save companies around 30% on energy spending—with high performers saving a striking 50-70%.

IIoT can help energy managers detect shortages or leaks in production and other processes, and ensure that energy is used only when needed. Through detailed sensor data on heating, ventilation, air conditioning, refrigeration, lighting, and more, manufacturers can remotely monitor and automate energy use (for example, by automatically triggering air conditioning only when warehouse temperatures rise above a certain pre-set threshold.)

Sensor data also empowers manufacturers to track key metrics such as actual energy consumption across different periods of time or across machines—and set up custom alerts when energy consumption varies from baseline. For example, a manager could receive a triggered SMS or email as soon as a leak is detected, or when a machine’s energy consumption is above average.

By implementing even a very basic version of the IIoT energy management approach described above, factories can cut costs by 5-15% with little investment required. More robust energy management programs can save companies around 30% on energy spending—with high performers saving a striking 50-70%.

On average, manufacturing facilities use 95.1 kWh of electricity and 536,500 Btu of natural gas per square foot annually.

Take a 100,000 sq2 as an example; this would mean nearly $1M / year on energy bill.

5% of savings could mean $250k in a five year span.
Environmental Monitoring

Energy consumption is just one piece of a factory's environmental profile. Other important environmental factors impacting production and environmental impact include air quality, water quality, ozone levels, and temperature—inside the factory walls and beyond.

Through IIoT-powered environmental monitoring, manufacturers can track air quality metrics (i.e. carbon dioxide and smog) and water quality (i.e. pollutants) to improve workplace safety and reduce environmental impact. This data is valuable not only in terms of internal problem solving and progress tracking, but also supports manufacturers in demonstrating compliance with government regulations through real-time or historical data on emissions of carbon dioxide or other pollutants.

For many manufacturers, environmental monitoring proves beneficial for both the planet and the business, reducing waste and improving quality. Tracking environmental conditions (i.e. ozone and temperature) throughout the storage and packing process of food products, for example, reduces needless waste due to unstable conditions.

In the field: Environmental monitoring for cold chain vaccines

How can environmental monitoring increase quality?

In the medical supply industry, environmental monitoring is used to track temperature, humidity, and other conditions to control quality of life-saving supplies. For example, one of the Ubidots' healthcare clients uses IoT-powered tracking and analysis to make sure vital cold-chain vaccines and medications are stored in appropriate conditions.

Drive innovation and improve customer satisfaction through product lifecycle management

Products, like people, have a lifecycle: from inception, through early development, to peak productivity across different locations and contexts, and finally to disposal. IIoT connects manufacturers more closely to their products at each phase in the lifecycle, allowing for advanced product lifecycle management (PLM). The previous sections have addressed how IIoT improves lifecycle management within the context of the factory through improved maintenance, quality assurance, and environmental monitoring. But what about the phases of a product’s lifecycle before and after its time on the shop floor? IIoT can add tremendous value to the very early phases of the product lifecycle (product research and development).
Accelerate research and development with real-time usage data.

Manufacturers can spend months or years developing a product—and then launch it in the wild, with very limited visibility into how it performs in the hands of real users. This can make ongoing research and development quite slow and difficult, as designers and engineers must conduct focus groups or interviews to understand how users interact with products.

With digital products (i.e. software, mobile applications), web analytics make it easy to extract detailed data on product use, giving companies valuable visibility into customer behaviors and needs. For physical products, it has been difficult or impossible to extract this kind of product usage data—until recently. With IIoT embedded sensors, it is now possible to track the same core metrics that drive software research and development, including:

- Product usage periodicity
- Ease of use
- Customer’s location (country, region, city, zip code, etc)
- Used vs. ignored features (i.e behavioral heatmaps)

By adding sensors to different components of products, companies can easily detect when products are being used, how long, what features are more popular, and so on, and use this data to drive product innovation. Product designers and engineers benefit from more comprehensive consumption insights, attained at a much lower cost than time-consuming user research methods like focus groups.

Embedded sensors also facilitate simple and accurate product reliability testing. Sensor-based useful-life trials can capture massive amounts of continuous data that, up until recently, was unknown or acquired manually. In addition, manufacturers can easily analyze reliability data across different locations to better understand the impact that temperature, moisture, altitude, and other environmental conditions have on machines and other processes.
**Increase customer satisfaction**

**maintenance support and inventory tracking**

Beyond helping companies respond to customer needs in the long-term through product innovation, embedded sensing is a powerful tool for meeting customers immediate needs through ongoing maintenance support and inventory tracking.

As described above, IIoT enables manufacturers to predict and stay ahead of the maintenance needs of equipment in the factory. The same can be true for end products in the hands of customers. Manufacturers can add great value to their products by providing customers with ongoing support and tools for managing maintenance. This could be as simple as a courtesy call to the customer when a part needs to be replaced, or something more advanced, like a mobile app for customers to track relevant maintenance variables.

IIoT also helps companies add greater value to products and services through inventory tracking—making it seamless for customers to monitor existing inventory, and even automate restocking to ensure continuous supply where needed.

---

**In the field:**

**Intensive care gas supply inventory monitoring**

*How can IIoT increase customer loyalty and sales?*

Cryogas, an emergency gas supplier for Intensive Care Unit (ICU) patients, uses an Ubidots-powered inventory monitoring system to ensure that hospitals never run out of vital gas inventory. By remotely tracking remaining gas levels in the ICU through real-time pressure measurements, Cryogas can alert the customer of possible shortages and facilitate timely restock. Through this fairly simple IIoT system, the gas manufacturer has been able to boost both customer loyalty and sales, since they are able to guarantee their client gas availability with no backup suppliers.

---

**Responsible Disposal**

The final stage of product lifecycle management—disposal—is becoming increasingly important given mounting evidence of the environmental and health hazards posed by improper disposal of electronics, plastics, and more. IIoT can help manufacturers track disposal and partner with customers to recommend how and when it is appropriate to dispose or recycle a product.
Conclusion
Machines can talk, IIoT gives manufacturers the tools to listen.

IIoT helps factories optimize maintenance programs, improve quality processes, reduce energy use, drive innovation, and more. Each of these factors contribute to overall efficiency, or OEE, and even a modest IIoT affecting just one area can move the needle a great deal (for example, consider what just a 1% reduction in rework or a 5% reduction in energy consumption could mean in terms of cost savings). All of these innovations taken together are building smarter, more cost-effective, and greener future for manufacturing.

How will your factory harness the next wave of manufacturing innovation?

Learn about Ubidots’ toolkit for bringing your IIoT initiative to life—from prototype to product. Ubidots’ business-grade platform makes it easy to connect your assets to our cloud, so you can monitor, visualize and act on incoming data.

Learn more at Ubidots.com